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Adventures in Odyssey Life Lessons features previously-released episodes that introduce new

listeners to the characters and experiences of OdysseyÃ¢â‚¬â€¢at an exciting low price! Collect

them all! Each volume features three action-packed stories. Bible stories, character-building

adventures, and historical events are all fair game for object lessons in living. School is back in

sessionÃ¢â‚¬â€¢and thereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s plenty to learn from Odyssey!Episode Titles (and themes):

Relatively Annoying (Getting along with people) Subject Yourself (Obedience) Potlucks and Poetry

(Appreciating your parents)
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All of my kids have enjoyed Adventures in Odyssey since they were very young. My oldest is now

23, and he still enjoys listening to the stories when he is home. Of the four children still at home, the

20 year old pops these in to listen to them while doing household chores as often as the 12 year

old.This collection, specifically, is nice to have as an object lesson/ discussion topic for respect. It

has a nice little collection of 3 stories: 1 - Relatively Annoying: A Lesson in: Getting along with

people 2 - Subject Yourself: A Lesson in: Obedience 3 - Potlucks and Poetry: A Lesson in:

Appreciating your parents. These are very nice for using while working on character traits, as part of

a Sunday school or Bible lesson, or just for car trips and entertainment with a message.Highly



recommended. (((NOTE: If you have collections some of these may already be on collection sets.

That is why I've included the titles of each one. We have some collections that include one or more

of these, but still find this is nice to have this little set all in one place.)))

These stories were very good. I felt like I was watching them on the television. All the background

sounds were there along with different people doing the voices for the different characters. It is

Christian oriented and gives reflection to passages in the bible which is what I was looking for.

Definitely plan to purchase more and share with others. Stories were too chort though. I wanted

more.

We stopped watching TV because of all the bad influence. My children love the option of the

Odyssey series. We can't get enough. I highly recommend all the Odyssey options, they make great

gifts and stocking stuffers. I enjoy listening to Odyssey as an adult , with my children. It is a great

family pre bedtime activity.

we realy LOVE adventure's in Odyssey ... wish they would publish an age range. The story line was

a bit above our 3 year old.

In today's world where media teaches children thier perspective of what is right and wrong, parents

need all the help they can get. This is a great series which teaches kids Christian perspective using

situations that they actually face. I bought them for my 9 year old son and he is just starting to listen

to them. I have purchased several of these and would recommend them to parents!

Our girls just LOVE Adventures in Odyssey! Great character building stories for any age (even

adults will love listening to the cd!)

listen to these in the car regularly. Makes trips better and the kids learn solid lessons.

I loved listening to Adventures in Odessey add a child and now I'm excited to introduce my kids to

them.
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